There has been a growing demand for effective access to video information from media archives in recent years. Personalized video retrieval is one of the most challenging issues and has spurred a significant interest in many research communities. In this paper, a novel approach is proposed to achieve personalized retrieval of sports video, which includes two research tasks: semantic annotation of sports video and acquisition of user's preference. For semantic annotation, a multi-modal framework is employed to detect sports event and index the sports video content. Web-casting text, as external information, is utilized to detect semantic events in sport videos. The semantic concepts and keywords included in the webcasting text are extracted to annotate and index the sport event segments automatically. For user's preference acquisition, relevance feedback is applied to model user's preference and non-preference, and re-ranking is used to refine the results. First, the user is asked to label some video segments as desirable and undesirable. Then, we use these labels to infer the user's interesting points (e.g. the player, the event type, the team, etc.) by analysis of text keywords; the lowlevel video features are also adopted as a supplementary to reflect the user's preference. The overall new rank of the results is the combination of the user's high-level and low-level preference. Experiments conducted on real-world soccer game videos show that the proposed method has an encouraging performance.
INTRODUCTION
The need for content-based access to video information from database is growing due to the significant improvement in the video processing technology and availability of large storage systems.
The variety of video services via new media channels such as online TV and mobile device has brought new consumer demand to personalized video retrieval. Sports video has wide view-ship and tremendous commercial potentials. The traditional one-tomany broadcast mode can not meet audience's various appetites. People may not be satisfied to view the whole game video or highlight collections generated by studio professionals. Their individual interesting points possibly focus on some specific players or certain type of events such as goal or free-kick in soccer and slam duck or shot in basketball. The ability of effective access to the most interesting contents from lengthy and voluminous sports video programs is required by the audience. The existing search techniques mainly rely on the textual metadata such as video title, author, date etc., which can not fulfill personalized demands. Hence, the source sports videos have to be annotated and indexed in a more particular scale and higher semantic level (e.g. which event happens, how the event is developed, and who is involved in the event, etc.) and the retrieval mechanism should be able to acquire and reflect users' preferences. In some video sharing and searching websites, video segments are labeled with content descriptions by users which would be labor-intensive and not always reliable. How to automatic annotate and index sports video content is a challenging problem. Furthermore, in common circumstances, users can search some specific events or players' video segments by keywords matching with the annotation labels. However, it sometimes can not achieve user's expectation and reflect user's preference. For example, one wants to collect Kaka's highlights in AC Milan's host red-black striped jersey; a soccer coach needs to view the far-view shots of free-kick to observe the players' positions. These kind features of video segments probably can not be described in their labels. It is essential to obtain visual similarities within text-based results for better retrieval precision. Therefore, it necessitates a new effective annotation and retrieval framework for personalized demands.
The fusion of visual and text retrieval methodology has been utilized in many content-based multimedia retrieval systems and proved to be effective. Donald et al. [1] reported on many fusion methods used in video shot retrieval. In [2] , the search topics were first classified into several classes and query-class dependent weights were used for fusing results in a hierarchical mixture of expert framework. Hsu et al. [3] proposed a video shot reranking search via information bottleneck principle, which finds the optimal clustering that preserves the maximal mutual information between the search relevance and visual features in the initial text search results. These frameworks can not acquire and learn the user's searching preference. In addition, they did not propose a robust way to achieve automatic annotation and indexing of the video contents.
In this paper, we present a framework and methodology for personalized retrieval in broadcast soccer video database. Webcasting text is utilized to detect semantic events in original video streams. The semantic concepts and keywords included in webcasting text are used to annotate and index the event segments automatically. After that, text-based retrieval in the video database can be conducted according to user's individual preference (e.g. the event type, the player's name, the team which the player belongs to, etc.). Based on the initial text research result, relevance feedback is applied to acquire user's preference. The feedbacks which can perform their detailed needs and interests are employed to learn a user preference model which concerns both the semantic labels' coherence and visual features' similarity. The overall new rank of the results is the combination of the user's high-level and low-level preferences.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work. The framework is described in Section 3. The technical details of semantic video annotation and acquisition of user's preference are presented in Section 4 and 5 respectively. Section 6 shows the whole mechanism of our personalized sports video retrieval system. Experimental results are reported in Section 7. We conclude the paper in Section 8.
RELATED WORK
There are two research tasks in our framework: semantic annotation of sports video and acquisition of user's preference for personalized retrieval, which are both challenging issues in information retrieval domain and have captured the attention of researchers in recent years.
Semantic video annotation
The existing sports video annotation approaches can be classified into two categories: using video content only and using external sources. Most of the previous annotation work using video content only is based on audio, visual and textual features directly extracted from video content itself. Rui et al. [4] detected the commentator's speech and ball-hit sounds from noisy and complex audio signals for extracting highlight of baseball videos. Visual features were used in [5] to analyze and summarize soccer videos. The framework included some video processing approaches such as dominant color region detection, referee detection and penaltybox detection. Textual features such as caption text overlaid on the video were utilized to annotate in soccer videos [6] .
However, single modality based approaches which only use single stream are not able to fully characterize the contents in sports video. Hence, the integration of multi-modal analysis is developed to improve the robustness and accuracy. Audio/visual features were utilized for event detection in tennis [7] , soccer [8] and basketball [9] ; and audio/visual/textual features were utilized in baseball [10] , basketball [11] .
Nevertheless, both single-modality and multi-modality approaches heavily reply on audio/visual features directly extracted from the video itself. Due to the semantic gap between low-level features and high-level events as well as dynamic structures of different sports games, it is difficult to use these approaches to address following challenges: (1) ideal event detection accuracy; (2) extraction of high level semantics. Therefore, we propose to seek available external sources for help.
There are two external sources: close caption and web text, which are both text sources. Closed caption, which is a manually tagged transcript from speech to text and encoded into video signals, can be employed to indentify semantic event segments in sports video [12, 13] . Since closed caption is generated from speech to text directly, it has some redundant or irrelevant information to the games. The rich information and high level semantics of web texts have made it to be a trend to leverage these information sources for supporting event detection and content annotation in sports videos. An approach was proposed in [14, 15] to utilize match report and game log obtained from web to assist event detection in soccer video. Xu et al. [16] used web-casting texts from common sports websites to detect and identify semantic events and achieved ideal accuracy.
Acquisition of user's preference
In multimedia retrieval, acquiring the user's preference is of great importance. If we know the user's preference, we are able to arrange the retrieval results according to this preference. However, in most cases, it is not easy to acquire the user's preference exactly; sometimes, even the user himself will find it hard to describe his preference very clearly. During the retrieval process, what we know is the submitted query, which is far from enough to reveal the user's real preference.
In the everyday use of the popular multimedia search engines, such as Google, Yahoo, Baidu, etc., the user submits the query using text, and then the search engine returns the relevant images or videos. This text-based retrieval [17] is widely used because of its convenience (inputting text is much more convenient than submitting a sample image or video), and its accuracy (the high-level semantic concept of text is more reliable than the low-level features). The problem with the text-based retrieval is that when the user is not satisfied with the returned results, he has to rack his brains to modify the current query; and if he cannot find a query which can better describe his preference, no improvement will be done to the results. Therefore in text-based retrieval, the system passively accepts the user's preference by the gradually refined query.
Relevance feedback [18] is a powerful approach to get the user's preference in multimedia retrieval [19, 20, 21] . It is first applied to content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [22] to bridge the gap between high-level semantic concepts and low-level image features. The main idea of relevance feedback is using human-computer interaction to "inform" the system of the user's preference and improve the performance of the retrieval system. During relevance feedback, the user gives his feedback by labeling some results as relevant or irrelevant, and then the system learns from the labels and updates itself. With relevance feedback, if the result is not satisfactory, no refinement work of the query is required from the user. The only thing he should do is to give simple judgment (relevant or irrelevant) of some results, which is much easier than figuring out a better query. The system will then use the labeled results as instruction from the user, and acquire his preference gradually. However, traditional relevance feedback confines only to low-level features. In other words, it uses only low-level features of the labeled results to infer the user's preference, which is in fact not effective enough. If annotation of the images or videos is available, the high-level semantic concept of the labeled results is also very informative to acquire the user's preference. 
FRAMEWORK
The framework (see Figure 1 ) of the proposed approach contains two major components: semantic annotation and acquisition of user's preference which are both aiming to personalized retrieval.
For semantic annotation task, it is divided into two modules. (1) web-casting text analysis. Due to the different presentation styles of web-casting texts, we cannot use prior knowledge to design a general heuristic approach for analysis. Hence, we employ Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [23] to cluster the texts and extract keywords in an unsupervised fashion. Then we detect events in the texts and formulate them with the corresponding keywords. (2) text/video alignment. Web-casting text lacks of time boundary information. In other word, it only contains the time point at which the event occurs. Accordingly, automatic synchronization of detected text events to the sports video is important. The events are firstly mapped into the original video stream by their time tag in the web-casting text. Then a statistical method based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is used to determine the exact event boundary. As a result, the event segments can be generated and annotated by the keywords for further retrieval.
For acquisition of user's preference, we use relevance feedback to refine the results. Different from the traditional relevance feedback, we combine the merits of both high-level semantic based feedback and low-level feature based feedback to solve the problem in personalized sports video retrieval. We analyze both the annotated high-level semantic label and the low-level video features, and model the user's high-level preference and low-level preference separately. Then, we combine the two parts of preference together and form the total preference of the user.
SEMANTIC VIDEO ANNOTATION
Most existing annotation systems based on audio and visual features extracted from the video are only effective in detecting events which have distinct characteristics and annotating them with simple semantic concepts. In order to achieve personalized retrieval, it is needed to extract high-level semantics (e.g. event type, how the event develops, who is involved, etc.) and use them to annotate and index the video segments. Hence, it motivates us to seek external information resources for help.
Web-casting text analysis
Web-casting text is a description of the sport game progress, which is available on many websites [24, 25] . An example of a web-casting text is given in Figure 2 . Each item of description corresponds to an event, giving information on the time, the player, event type, and an optional remark. Exciting or important events which is essential to the course of the game will be recorded.
Figure 2. Web-casting text from ESPN.
From the texts, the players' and teams' name can be identified by Name Entity Recognition (NER) automatically. We also need to design an approach to extract the event type keywords from the corpus. Based on our observation, discarding of the different players' and teams' name, the descriptions of same type of events in the web-casting text have the similar sentence structure and word usage. Figure 3 gives several descriptions of the event "shot" in the game of Chelsea v.s. Valencia in 06-07 season European Champion League. Based on the same structure and textual feature, we can therefore cluster these descriptions into one category. In this category, it is easy to find that the word "shot" has the highest occurrence frequency and explicit semantic meaning among all the verbs and nouns. It can be selected as the representative keyword of this category. Inspired from this, we decide to employ an unsupervised approach to first cluster the descriptions into different categories corresponding to certain types of events and then extract keywords from the descriptions in each category for event detection. Here we use Latent Semantic analysis (LSA) to cluster events into different categories. LSA is a technique in natural language processing, in particular in vectorial semantics. It is assumed that there are underlying or latent structures in word usage corresponding to semantic meanings of documents. LSA uses a term-document matrix which describes the occurrences of terms in documents; it is a sparse matrix whose rows correspond to documents and whose columns correspond to terms. The element of the matrix is proportional to the number of times the terms appear in each document, where rare terms are up-weighted to reflect their relative importance. The term-document matrix is then analyzed by singular value decomposition (SVD) to derive the particular latent semantic structure model. Finally, the cosine distance between vectors is computed to measure the document similarity in the reduced dimensional space.
Before applying LSA, we firstly pre-process the web-casting text corpus by a standard stop-word list. NER is then utilized to recognize the players' and teams' names. These are filtered out from the corpus and built a players' and teams' name list for retrieval. After the pre-process, we build the term-document matrix t d A × by regarding each description as one document. The SVD is computed by decomposing the matrix t d
A × into the product of three matrices:
where t is the number of terms, d is the number of descriptions, n is the rank of A, T and D are orthonormal and S is diagonal. Only the first largest k (k < n) singular values and the corresponding columns from the T and D matrices are used to give the estimate
Each column in this reduced model is each document's textual feature vector i v r . Cosine distance is used to measure the similarity between two documents: The document-to-document textual similarity matrix is calculated by:
K-means approach is employed for clustering in our case. As it is conducted in an unsupervised fashion, we need to determine the optimal category number N. Thus, an evaluation function F is determined as follows:
where i C is the ith category, i m v is the center of i C , i n is the number of documents in i C , N is the category number to determine. The value of N iterates in an empirical range (e.g. 1 ~ 20), as prior knowledge tells us there will be no more than 20 categories in the whole corpus. The optimal category number is determined while F reaches the maximum.
In each category, a rule-based part of speech tagger is utilized to tag the words of descriptions and recognize nouns and verbs. Finally, we rank the nouns and verbs by their tf-idf weights，where tf is the word occurrence frequency in each group and idf is the inverse word occurrence frequency in the entire document corpus. Several top rank words are set as the keywords of each category.
After proper keywords are extracted, the events in the web-casting text can be detected by searching the description which contains the keywords and analyzing context information in the description. The time-tag of the detected event is used for text/video alignment.
Text-Video Alignment
As the events in the web-casting text have been detected, we need to map them into the video stream. From the text, we obtain the time-tag which indicates the event occurring moment during the game. The game time in the video is also recognized. Then we use the time-tag to detect the exact frame which corresponds to the event time as the anchor frame. Finally, the event boundary is detected by a HMM-based approach.
Anchor frame detection
In broadcast sports video, the starting points of game time and video time are not synchronized due to non-game scenes such as player introduction, ceremony, half-time break. Hence, we need to recognize the exact game time in the video. In most broadcast sports video, a digital clock is overlaid on the video to indicate the game lapsed time. As the clock digits change periodically, we can locate and recognize the digits by using this important temporal pattern. We first use the static region detection method to segment the static clock overlaid region. Then the edge feature's changing is employed to describe the digits' temporal pattern and locate the digits area. The template of the 0~9 digits are captured after the SECOND digit area is located. At last, the game time is recognized by template matching: ,y) for the digit number to be recognized, R is the region of digit number, is EQV operator, i =10 corresponds to the region without any digit. On every frame, we recognize the game time, and therefore build a time-frame index. The anchor frame of a specific event can be determined by searching the timeframe index.
Event boundary detection
Based on the anchor frame, we will obtain a search range. Within the range, the exact event boundary will be detected. We use HMM to model the visual features' transition pattern to determine the boundary of the event portion in the video stream.
Visual feature extraction
As video is a continuous stream of multimedia information, we segment the whole video stream into shot as a suitable basic unit for content representation. The mean absolute difference algorithm of consecutive frames is utilized for shot boundary detection [16] . In broadcast sport video, the occurrence of events will cause shot transition. We classify the shots into three view type classes: far-view, medium-view, close-up. We want to use the transition pattern of the shot view type to character the feature of event in videos. In addition, replay is a special video effort to highlight the event and extract audiences' attention. Thus, it is also a critical feature and visual cue to imply the ending of the event.
Shot classification is conducted by a majority voting of the frame view type. If one view type's frame is dominant in the shot, the shot is determined as this view type. Each frame is classified by color and edge features. Figure 4 illustrates examples of frames in far-view, medium-view and close-up. 
Model fitting
After extracting visual features, we combine them into a vector for each shot. The shot feature sequences are used to train a HMM for each type of event. We search the event boundaries within a search range in the video stream by model fitting. The search range is empirically set to start from the first far-view shot before the anchor frame, and end at the first far-view shot after the anchor frame. The shot which contains the anchor frame is also called anchor shot.
Within the search range, the shots which are not much relevant to the event are regarded as noise and cannot be included in the event. We set all the possible partitions of shot sequences in the search range as candidate sequences and send them to the trained HMMs to calculate the probability scores. The partition which generates the highest probability score is selected as the detected event segments (see Eq. (7)) and the event boundaries can be obtained from the boundaries of the first and last shot of this event.
arg max ( | )
where i S is the ith possible partition of shot sequence in the search range.
( | )
i P S Hmm is the probability scores of i S .
Summarization
Since the event segments from the original video data are generated, they each are annotated with the event type keywords and the player's and team's name in the corresponding description of web-casting text. A label which contains the information is recorded to tag with the video segment and an indexing is built in the video database. Hence, the text-based retrieval can be conducted based on the event type, the player's and the team's name according to the user's interests. However, the users sometimes can not describe their preference by text. It is therefore necessary to integrate the low-level visual features of videos together with text to modeling the users' preference.
USER'S PREFERENCE ACQUISITION
The label automatically tagged to each video segment is comprised of four items, which are player, player's team, opponent team and event type. We introduce the notation of unit to define the set of video segments in which all their four label items are exactly the same. Different units which share one or more identical items form a cluster. The relationship between video segment, unit and cluster is illustrated in Figure 6 . 
Cluster Model
If the user's query is "unspecific", which means the query dose not cover all the items of the label, the results correspond to a cluster. For example, the query "Beckham" corresponds to cluster: (Beckham, *, *, *). Commonly in a huge video database, the cluster returned as results contains a large number of video segments. Therefore, it is important to acquire the user's preference and rank the video segments accordingly, so that the video segments in which the user is most interested can be arranged on top of the cluster.
We acquire the user's preference using relevance feedback. After the user has submitted the "unspecific" query, video segments of the corresponding cluster are randomly ranked, and the top-t of them are displayed on the first screen, where t is the number of video segments that can be displayed on one screen. If the results are not satisfactory, the user can label some video segments as desirable or undesirable according to his or her personal preference. Based on these labels, we re-rank all the video segments in the cluster.
For each video segment, its new rank after a round of relevance feedback is decided by two key factors, i.e. the user's preference on high-level semantic concept and low-level visual features. The former is essentially the rank of each unit in the cluster, while the latter can be seen as the rank of each video segment within the units. By combining the influence of both inter-unit and intra-unit ranking, new results are achieved and returned to the user. The process of relevance feedback can be repeated until the user is satisfied with the results. Now we discuss the modeling of user's preference in detail. We use S = {s 1 , s 2 ,…, s n } to denote the whole dataset of video segments. q = {q 1 , q 2 ,…, q l } is the user's query, and {item 1 , item 2 ,…,item m } = Q U U is all the items of a label, where Q is the items appear in the query, and U is the rest unmentioned items (obviously, l m ≤ ). For example, if a user's query is "Kaka' goal", then we set q = {Kaka', goal}, Q = {player, event type}, U = {team, opponent team}. When the user's query is "unspecific", i.e. l m < , q corresponds to a cluster C (q 1 , q 2 ,…, q l , *,…, *) = {u 1 ,
back is performed, we use P (positive) to denote the video segments which the user labeled as desirable, while N (negative) is the undesirable video segments.
Inter-unit ranking
It is common that when a user gives an incomplete query, he or she may place different implicit emphasis on the rest unmentioned items. For example, a user querying "Beckham" may prefer the video segments of Beckham's goal or free kick, while regardless which specific game the video segments belong to. In this case, the item "event type" seems to be more important than other unmentioned items. Thus, different importance of each unmentioned item can well reveal the user's personal preference.
In this paper, we quantify the importance of each unmentioned item according to its coherence in the labeled video segments. Based on the video segments which are labeled desirable and undesirable, we calculate the diversity of unmentioned items separately. Here the diversity is defined as the number of different values in a certain item. Take Figure 6 . as an example again, suppose the results returned randomly for the query "Beckham" is {s1, s4, s5, s7, s10, s11}, and the user label {s1, s7, s10, s11} as desirable video segments, then the desirable diversity of the items "player's team", "opponent team" and "event type" are 3, 3 and 2.
The less diverse an item is, the more coherent it is, and thus the more important it is. Therefore, we calculate the weight of each item as follows:
where div i ＋ and div i -are the diversity of item i , and Z + and Z -are used for normalization: 
For each unit u j C ∈ , we compare its unmentioned items with all the video segments that have been labeled ( l s P N ∈ U ), and define its score as: From the equations above, we can see that score ＋ (u j ) depicts the similarity between unit u j and the desirable units, while score -(u j ) depicts the dissimilarity between u j and the undesirable units.
Put score ＋ and score -together, and we can get the inter-unit rank
The inter-unit ranking focuses on the high-level semantic concept of the user's preference. The larger the inter-unit rank of a unit, the more desirable it is.
Intra-unit ranking
Beside the high-level inter-unit ranking which ranks the units in cluster C, we use low-level video features to refine the ranks of the video segments within the units, since several features, such as color histogram, texture, the proportion of shot view type in a segment, etc., can also reflect the user's preference from various aspects.
From the machine learning point of view, the process of re-rank can be considered as a classification problem which classifies the video segments into desirable or undesirable. The video segments which have been labeled by the user can be used as the training data, and we can use them to train a classifier in the feature space. Since many features can be extracted from the video segments, we train classifiers out of each feature separately, and then combine them according to the importance of each feature.
Suppose there are K features altogether, then we have K corresponding classifiers: f 1 , f 2 ,…, f K . To make the classifiers' classification results comparable to each other, we normalize them to [0, 1]. As a result, for each video segment s j C ∈ , its intra-unit rank with the kth feature (
where
Similarly, we can get each classifier's importance by analyzing the coherence of the labeled video segments' feature, which can be revealed by variance. A small variance of a feature means that this feature can, to some extent, reflect the user's like or dislike, hence we put emphasis on this feature. For the kth feature, we calculate the variance in both desirable and undesirable video segments separately, denoted by var k ＋ and var k -, and then set the weight of classifier f k as:
where Y are used for normalization:
Then, we calculate the intra-unit rank of each s j C ∈ , which is the linear combination of the intra-unit ranks using each single feature with its corresponding weight:
The intra-unit ranking places emphasis on the low-level feature similarity between the unlabeled video segments and labeled ones, and can be seen as a refinement of the inter-unit ranking.
Overall ranking
Taking both inter-unit and intra-unit ranking into consideration, we calculate the new overall rank of each video segment.
As discussed above, the inter-unit ranking, which reflects the user's semantic preference, indicates the rank of units in the cluster, thus it plays a primary role in the overall ranking. In contrast, the intra-unit ranking is less influential and we use it as a supplementary to inter-unit ranking.
We calculate the overall rank for each s j C ∈ by combining interunit and intra-unit ranking as follows:
where unit(s j ) is the unit which s j belongs to.
The overall rank R quantifies the degree of the user's personal preference. A large R of a video segment represents a large probability that the user will be interested in it. Therefore we return the video segments with downward value of R to the user.
Unit Model
If the user's query is "specific", which means the query includes all the items of the label, the results correspond to a unit. For example, if the user submits the query "Beckham, England, France, goal", the unit: (Beckham, England, France, goal) is immediately returned.
For some small video databases in which a unit contains only a few video segments, the ranking of video segments is unnecessary.
While for large video databases, relevance feedback is still indispensable.
Since in this case all the results are confined to the same unit, they are of the identical inter-unit rank. Hence only intra-unit ranking is necessary. We calculate the intra-unit rank for each s j C ∈ just as we did above in subsection 5.1.2, and then simply set it as the new overall rank:
Summarization
After the new rank of video segments has been acquired, new results will be returned to the user. If the user is still not satisfied with the results, a new round of relevance feedback can be conducted to further improve the results.
The whole process of user's preference modeling with re-ranking is summarized in Figure 7 .
Note that the re-ranking is totally based on the user's personal preference, thus different users may have different retrieval results, even if they have submitted the same query.
PERSONALIZED RETRIEVAL
In this section, we introduce the mechanism of our personalized sports video retrieval system.
In our sports video database, each video segment corresponds to a highlight in a game, with a series of text keywords (player, team, opponent team, event type) as its annotation. Every time a new game is to be added into the database, the video segments which correspond to the events in the web-casting text will be segmented and annotated by the text keywords. If the user is not satisfied with the automatic annotation of a certain video segment, he can manually modify it in a convenient way, and the new annotation will be adopted for the future use.
Figure 8. User interface of sports video retrieval system
The user interface (UI) of our sports video retrieval system is shown in Figure 8 , which can be divided into three parts: the query region, the browsing region, and the playback region.
The query region is on the top of the UI, and it is for the user to input the query.
On the lower-right part of the UI is the browsing region. After the user has submitted a query, the system will return the relevant video segments and display them in this region. Every video segment is displayed using its first frame followed by five representative frames for the user to browse. In this region, the user can skim over the returned video segments, using the buttons "Previous" or "Next" to go to the previous or next page. If the user is not satisfied with the results, he or she can give the feedback by labeling some video segments as desirable or undesirable (√ or ×). After clicking the button "Feedback", the labels will be sent back to the system for user's preference modeling and results refinement.
The video segment selected by the user will be displayed in the playback region, which is on the lower-left part of the UI. The user can play, pause or stop the video segment using the buttons below the playback window. The keywords annotation (player, team, opponent team, event type) of the corresponding video segment is given in this region as well, which reveals the semantic concept of the video segment.
Using our personalized sports video retrieval system, the user does not need to give a very specific query. The system can acquire the user's preference by human-computer interaction, and refine the results accordingly.
EXPERIMENTS
The 
Semantic annotation
In video semantic annotation module, keyword generation experiment is conducted using web-casting texts from ESPN website [23] . After LSA and unsupervised clustering, the corpus of descriptions is divided into 10 categories. Here 10 is the optimal category number which is determined by the evaluation function in section 4.1. Then the nouns and verbs in each category are ranked by their tf-idf weights. The top 3 ranking words of each category are listed in Table 1 . The last column in the table is the ground truth which is set as follows. We observe the clustering results. If the number of descriptions for one event type in one category is dominant (in our case, over 80% of all the descriptions), this event type will be set as ground truth for this category. It is used to evaluate whether the keywords generated by the system are representative for the categories and give explicit semantic meanings. From the result we can see that these 10 categories are the most important semantic events in a soccer game and cover the main content of the video. To make the approach more general, we ignore some low probability events such as penalty kick and handball or some unsporting behaviors like player conflicting. In fact, penalty kick belongs to the "goal" or "shot" event and handball belongs to "foul" event. These two events can both be retrieved by using the keywords of "goal" event or "foul" event respectively. It can be seen that the Top 2 ranking words in the table can be used as keywords to represent the semantic events and annotate video segments.
We conducted experiment for text/video alignment to detect event boundary in broadcast soccer videos. Boundary detection accuracy (BDA) is used to evaluate the detected event boundaries in the testing video set. BDA is defined as follows:
{ } 
where ds t and de t are automatically detected start and end event boundaries respectively, ms t and me t are manually labeled start and end event boundaries respectively, α is a weight and set to 0.5 in our experiment. The event boundary detection result is shown in Table 2 . The BDA scores of "free kick" and "substitution" are relatively lower than others. It is because they do not have distinguishable temporal patterns for event boundary modeling. The shot transition during a free kick event is very frequent and fast, while the substitution event always has loose structure and various temporal transition patterns.
To evaluate the keywords generated by our system, we use the top ranking one word of each category to search the corresponding events in web-casting texts. The result is shown in Table 3 . It can be seen that most events are well retrieved by their corresponding keywords. The penalty kick and handball events are also successfully retrieved in the results of "goal" and "foul" respectively. The precisions of "shot" and "foul" events' are low. This is because some "goal" events whose descriptions have the word "shot", thus these "goal" events are also retrieved by the keyword "shot". However, in common sense, users often do not revolt against the appearance of "goal" events in the results of "shot" query. The same situation is also occurred between "foul" and "card". Their descriptions share the same word "foul" too.
Personalized retrieval
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of our personalized sports video retrieval system, we ask 20 students from the institution to evaluate it. These students are all first-time users of the system. Each student is asked to submit 5 queries he or she desires, and use relevance feedback to refine the results. For each query, the student is supposed to write down how many rounds of relevance feedback it takes before satisfactory results are received. The feedback rounds of 100 queries (by 20 students) are shown in Table 4 . From the votes, we can see that for most queries, one or two rounds of relevance feedback is enough to get the preferable results, which means our system is effective and efficient in acquiring the user's preference. The students are also asked to evaluate the personalized sports video retrieval system by giving a numerical score based on the following scale: 1-Strongly dissatisfied, 2-Dissatisfied, 3-Neutral, 4-Satisfied, 5-Strongly satisfied. The evaluation scores are tabulated in Table 5 , which indicates that most first-time users are satisfied with our system. 
CONCLUSION
Personalized retrieval is a challenging task in sports video analysis. In this paper, we have presented a novel framework for video semantic annotation and personalized retrieval. The major contributions include: (1) an unsupervised approach is proposed to extract keywords and annotate video content automatically. Video event segments are also generated and indexed in the database. (2) A relevance feedback mechanism is utilized to acquire users' preference and refine the retrieval results. Text knowledge and low-level visual features are fused while user preference modeling. Our future work will focus on extending the proposed approach for other sports domains, further improving the performance of semantic annotation and integrating more effective features and knowledge such as audio information to enhance the current modeling mechanism
